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Abstract. Computer network management is an area that demands lots
of work and lacks tools and professionals qualified to the management
of the most diverse administration domains. In this context, this work
describes the project and development of an integrated, dynamic and au-
tomated system that is able to simplify and reduce the time needed for
many daily tasks of network administrators. The initial results on the de-
veloped prototype show that the system can be used to solve or automate
many management tasks.

1 Introduction

The expansion and installation of networks of computers does not seem to stop.
Every day more and more equipments and new networks are included into corpo-
rative and academic environments and, commonly, connected to the Internet. As
a result, there is an increasing complexity in security and management needs.

Many tools exist to help network administrators in their tasks. Many times
they are designed for particular types of environments or to fulfill only some
sets of administrative needs. Every tool makes the management of some aspects
or resources of a network easier. However, they also seem to lack resources and
characteristics in some important aspects like using an unified information source,
allowing the use of the existing administration systems, being easily extensible,
having scalability capabilities or providing mechanisms for automated detection
and processing of configuration updates.

One way of reducing the relative isolation and lack of interoperability associ-
ated with the current management solutions is to provide some kind of mechanism
(or system) that will support the control and maintenance of a network. This so-
lution should also be able to easily incorporate new functionalities and at the
same time integrate the different solutions in use. The advantages of such an inte-
gration goes from reduction of management faults, through the use of automated
processes to verify and maintain the configuration information, simplifying and
speeding up common management tasks. And this is one point where this work
intends to provide resources for.
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In this context, we show here the project and development of an integrated
network operation system that aims to simplify and automate many management
tasks, as the configuration and availability maintenance of network services. After
the system, which is called ida (a shorthand for idaNMOS 1), is installed on the
network, services and computers configuration updating and maintenance will be
thrown out in a transparent, effective and simple way. The network manager will
only feed a database with information needed by ida to control the systems. As
it is based on independent and flexible components, create new ones or extend
existing ones is a simple and relatively easy task, providing a way of easily adapt
it to different management needs.

The next section presents some related works. Section 3 explains ida’s archi-
tecture. Sections 4 and 5 show the current state and validation of the system.
Finally, we have the conclusion and future work.

2 Related Work

There are many management tools. To facilitate the characterization and exem-
plification of these systems, we have classified them in four categories:

Protocols: communication and control standards used to monitor and man-
age mostly network devices;

Configuration languages: configuration and management platforms that
have a language to describe, configure and control systems;

Distributed Management Tools: tools that simultaneously manage many
devices or systems of a network;

Single-System Management Tools: conceived to control the systems of
an unique machine or device.
Protocols. The management protocols are standardized communication models
that intend to control and operate a vast number of devices of different manu-
facturers. One of the goals of the management protocols is to define operating
standards that can be used and implemented for the management of network
equipments in general.

SNMP [4] is one of the most known and used protocols, both by private and
academic organizations and NetConf [6] is a new management protocol being
developed, that should cover some of the deficiencies of SNMP [10], like scalability,
flexibility and security.
Configuration Languages. Configuration languages are management systems
that have a specific data description and configuration language. Those systems
are normally based on representations with higher levels of abstraction than inter-
preted languages like Shell Scripts, Perl and Python, or are guided by standards
as XML.

Among the tools used to describe the configuration of systems we can cite:
PAN [5], Cfengine [3] and LCFG [1]. Each of them has its own characteristics,
target environments and particularities.

Some of the difficulties of those systems arise with the need of learning to use
their own specific configuration languages, that sometimes exceed two thousand
configuration options [5]. Moreover, those tools do not use a unique information
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source to fully configure all the managed systems. Other lacks include flexibility
and administrative granularity, not allowing, for example, the network manager
easily extend the system to particular situations or needs of the local domain.
Distributed Management Tools. Distributed management tools allow a net-
work manager, from a unique administrative point, to control and maintain sys-
tems and computers of a network. These tools presuppose that there is an infor-
mation base that will enable the updating and manipulation of the configurations
of distributed machines and services.

NetInfo [2], NetView [9] and OpenView [8] are examples of distributed manage-
ment systems that allow the control of devices and services of an entire network.
Almost all of these tools are designed for specific environments or need specific
versions of server software, not being applicable to the general management of
computer networks with diversified types of systems and devices or where man-
agers do not want to change current systems interfaces.
Single-System Management Tools. Single-system management tools provide
mechanisms for speeding up and simplifying the administration of a unique com-
puter. Some of those tools have Web interfaces that allow a remote management
of the computer.

SMIT[14], Webmin[13], Linuxconf[7] and CLIs[12] are examples of such sys-
tems. Each one has its target environment and its particularities. In essence, they
are conceived to the same end. However, they do not fit for the simultaneous
management of various system and do not use an unique information source.
Important Characteristics of Network Management Tools. Network man-
agement systems are tools designed to control and maintain machines and services
in an administrative domain. Most network environments will have heterogeneous
equipments and services. In this context, the use of the management systems goes
from monitoring of devices to general configuration of a diversified set of programs
and computers.

When we talk about an integrated, adaptable and automated management
environment (or even in less integrated and automated situations), some charac-
teristics should be considered in the project and development of tools that will
have to manage diversified resources, probably in distributed locations or different
network domains. Among the essential characteristics of an integrated manage-
ment solution we can include: a single information source, that provides all data
needed to manage network devices and services, avoiding data redundancies; keep

the current architecture of the systems, not forcing the development of new ver-
sions or the modification of existing systems; component-based, allowing the easy
and fast development of new components and be adaptable to the uncommon
needs of different administrative domains; possibility of distributed execution, in-
creasing the management range for wide spread systems or even to distribute
the computing and data traffic through the available computational resources;
ease of use, where the administrators have only to change data on the informa-
tion source and they will automatically be considered by the affected systems;
and fault tolerance, enabling the automatic detection and correction of network
services availability problems, for example.

Other characteristics such as administrative granularity, security, performance
and independence of programming language and operating system can increase
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the application and capabilities of an integrated network administration tool.An
integrated and automated management system for the control of services and com-
ponents of heterogeneous networks should provide as many of those characteristics
and resources as possible.

Considering the tools previously referred, there are tools that cover some of
those characteristics, however, none of the researched tools covers most of them.
As will be shown in the following sections, ida covers all the essential character-
istics and most of the other resources, cited on the previous paragraph.

3 Architecture of the System

3.1 Overview

ida intends to provide a simple, extensible and automated architecture for the
integrated management of network services and computers. The tool should also
give freedom and choices to the system managers, allowing them to keep using
many of their management tools and tactics to control services, computers and
devices.

Figure 1 presents the basic idea of the system. A single information source
keeps the data needed to configure the networked devices and systems. This in-
formation is processed by ida to generate configuration files as expected by the
controlled systems. The controlled systems do not need to be aware of the exis-
tence of ida. Thus, we have a simple and transparent architecture, viewed from
the managed systems side.

3.2 Basic Architecture

ida is a modular system. Its components are classified as modules or agents.
Modules are the components that directly maintain the configuration of services
and devices, while agents control the execution of the modules and do maintenance
tasks on the system itself.

There are different categories of modules and agents. Each of them has some
specific characteristics and functionalities.
Modules. The basic task of these components is to keep the systems of the
network up to date relative to the data in ida’s database. The modules are simple
components (without any intelligence). When executed they only process data or
execute commands associated to their tasks.

There are three types of modules:
Generation: generate adequately formatted configuration data from informa-

tion stored in the database. The formatted information is put back into the
database. There is typically one specialized generation module for each system
(or group of similar systems) configured by ida.

Config
FilesIntegrated

Database
IDA

Controlled Systems

Fig. 1. The Idea
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Update: copy the formatted configuration data from the database into the
place where the affected systems expect them to be. Make sure the affected sys-
tems are aware of the changes, restarting them if necessary. They are very simple
and easy to develop, because they basically do only two things: (1) copy configu-
ration files from the database to a local filesystem, and (2) execute existing scripts
(responsible for starting, restarting and stopping a service) to put into effect the
new configurations.

Execution: provide remote or distributed execution of commands; an appli-
cation example is the recuperation of a system that is not accepting user login
anymore.

Service Agents. Control the activation and execution of modules. This is basi-
cally done by monitoring data modification notifications on the system’s database.
The service agents look only after an update state key value on each module’s
configuration entry. If the key was updated, then the module will be executed.

A service agent can control several modules. Different service agents, on dif-
ferent machines, can manage different (or even equal) modules that maintain a
specific service.

Each managed machine of the network will have a service agent, except devices
that can only be managed remotely. In the farther case the service agent can be
located on any machine of the network.

Figure 2 shows the base architecture of the system. It is composed by con-
figuration generation and update modules (that maintain services and devices
configurations) and service agents, which control the execution of modules.

Operation example. One simple example of the operation of modules and agents
is the DNS service maintenance. A generation module for DNS generates the name
resolution tables (and related configuration files), adequately formatted, using the
information provided in the database. Those formatted configurations are copied
to the filesystem where the DNS service is running by an update module. This
module would have to restart DNS daemons to put the new configurations into
effect. Both modules would be run automatically by service agents every time
modification on related data is detected on the database.

Generation Modules

Execution control

Data

Description
and

Configuration
Data

Systems

Files
Configuration

Service Agents

Update Modules
Formatted

data

Fig. 2. ida’s basic architecture
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3.3 Other Agents

The basic architecture shown in the previous section do not deal well with issues
like automated data modification detection, fault tolerance, location of the sys-
tem’s components, migration of services and immediate updates notification. This
section presents the system’s architecture in more details. New components will
be presented, to deal with the mentioned problems.

Figure 3 presents a general view of ida’s architecture. New components are
the local, global and monitoring agents, explained below.

Each component of the system works independently of the others. They all
search their data and execution options directly from the system’s database. With
this architecture it is possible to distribute the work load of the system and the
data traffic among the components and the database (see a simple example on
section 3.5).

As the components can be distributed over the network, locality and migration
problems arise. The local agents exist basically to solve these two problems. To
do so, there is one local agent for each managed computer. Local agents are
responsible for starting ida’s local components, like service agents. Each local
agent configuration entry, on the database, tells which are the components that
should be executed.

Local agents have an unique identification and locality information, conse-
quently allowing the location of service agents and modules of the system. This
information will be used, for example, by the global agents to support automatic
activation of updating processes.

We can use the local agents to migrate a service from one system to another.
Removing the description of a service agent from the entry of a local agent in the

Local Agent

Service Agents

Global Agents

Generation Modules

Monitoring
Agents

Execution

Data Flow (includes components dynamic configuration and state reports)

Formated and prepared configurations of systems

Immediate Updates Notification

Systems

Data
Configuration

Data Source

IDA’s
Update Modules

Fig. 3. System’s overview
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database, that agent and the corresponding server will be stopped. Including it in
the local agent description of another machine, the service will be started there
by its local agent.

Another use of local agents is to simplify the service agents by controlling
their polling and immediate activation mechanisms (by default the agents work
by polling intervals). However, immediate activation is an auxiliar updating mode,
working by the automatic invocation of an updating notification. Each local agent
has a listening thread waiting for immediate activation signals.

As ida has a single source of information, there can be an increase on the prob-
ability of misconfigurations and incorrect data references among different systems
description entries, that could affect many systems. To reduce the database error
probabilities we created the global agents. They do periodic checkings verify-
ing data completeness and validating relationship references. All references are
evaluated and notifications are sent to the system managers when inconsistent
configurations are found. This helps to identify and rapidly correct many possible
management mistakes that can be done by an administrator, like typing errors
and wrong data references caused by lack of attention during data modifications.

Global agents are also responsible for signaling data updates to local agents.
This is done by verifying the data tree, looking for updates. The global agent
then generates a new update key in the affected modules entries in the database.
The update key of each module is used by service agents to decide when to run a
module. The global agent knows which modules have to receive a new update key
by looking at the service’s entry. It tells who are the modules that use its data to
maintain the corresponding service.

The monitoring agents emerge as a way of provide information about the
state of network services. The resulting monitoring data can be used by global
agents for automatic service migration decisions, service state reports and to gen-
erate alerts for system managers.

3.4 Other Features

Configuration Overlaps and Mappings. To have general configuration entries
for each set of machines or services, where specialized configuration can easily we
extended, we provide overlap of information. On each services entry we can define
a different and refined configuration, using and/or overlapping general configura-
tion options. In most cases, this reduces also the amount of data to be managed
on the service’s entry. Each redefined option on the service entry will overlap the
general one. New configuration options will be added to the general ones.

Relationships between machines and its services should be maintained in an
abstract and transparent way. To provide this characteristic we use mapping en-
tries. They provide a way of establishing or changing relationships of machines
and their services. The modification of a mapping entry, for example, will cause
automatic updating of all systems configurations that maintain any data relation-
ship with it. Each module, responsible for the configuration of a specific system,
that uses the information of the mapping entries, reads the mapping informations
when it starts formatting the data needed to configure its managed system.
Automation. Automatic detection of data modifications and activation of up-
dating components is something that provides mechanisms that ease the control
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of the management system. Thus, ida’s normal management needs only modifi-
cations on the database. When someone updates the database, the modifications
are automatically detected by global agents and the updating processes of services
or systems affected by the new changes are started and transparently done.
Code Maintenance. A complementary task of local and service agents is the
maintenance of the execution code of their subordinate components. This is an-
other tip on system self-maintenance and dynamic migration or allocation of com-
ponents. If we update the source code of a module, for example, the new code
will be loaded to a main repository and afterwards it will be downloaded and run
by the service agent responsible for it. To migrate one component we need to:
(1) remove its reference from the current father agent; (2) put its reference on
the configuration entry of a second agent. The former agent will stop the service
on the original machine, while the further will download and execute the code
of the new component, consequently, starting the service on the new provider
machine. The source code of the components can be maintained on the unique
source of information or in a reference location (accessible through HTTP or other
commination protocol).

3.5 Application Example

This section presents an example of application of ida to the management of
network services and computers. Figure 4 illustrates an application of some ida’s
agents and modules.

The environment shown on figure 4 is composed of two network servers, one
client and one administrative machine. In each computer there is a local and a
service agent, despite the generation and update modules.

Server 1 is running DHCP and DNS services. Thus, the service and local
agents of that machine control update modules of these services. The generation
modules, which will create the configuration files for both services, are running on

− NFS

Execution

Network Server 1
Provided services:
− DNS and DHCP

Module

Module

Network Server 2
Provided services:

NFS Generation

Module

Module

Network Client 1

Local Agent

Service Agent

Data

DNS Generation
Module
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Local Agent

Service Agent

database
IDA’s

IDA’s manager (network adminitrative machine)

Service Agent

Local Agent

Local Agent

Service Agent

Code Updating

DHCP Generation

Local Configuration
Update Module

DHCP Update

DNS Update

NFS Update

Fig. 4. Simple example of ida’s usage
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the administrative computer. In the case of the second server (2), both generation
and update components for NFS service are running on the local system. Client
machine 1 runs just its machine configuration maintenance module. This example
gives a basic idea of the system’s functioning and distribution possibilities of the
components across the networked machines.

Suppose that the network manager is going to include two new machines on
the network. Both of them will be registered on the DNS server (1), allowed to use
dynamic configuration from the DHCP server (1), and allowed to mount remote
file systems from the NFS server (2). After including the new machines into the
database, as soon as the service agents controlling the generation modules run they
will detect the new data updates. The service agents of administrative machine
and server 2 will immediately run their generation modules, affected by the data
changes on the database. By this time the update modules are not going to be ran,
because the new formatted data is not generated yet. The corresponding service
agents will only run the update modules after the new formatted data for the
respective services has being included in the database. When the update modules
are executed they will copy the new configuration files from system’s database
to the location where the respective services expect them to be, restarting the
services to put into effect the new configurations.

4 Current State and Availability

Implemented Components. The current prototype contain the developed com-
ponents of the system: global (divided in control and maintenance agents), mon-
itoring, local and service agents; generation and update modules, for various ser-
vices and for machines configuration; and database management tools. More de-
tails about each of them can be found in [11].

Other Implemented resources. Despite the components previously mentioned,
there are other implemented resources. This include: configuration overlap, sys-
tem’s components activities report and services monitoring reports. These re-
sources are available within the software packages. More details about them can
be found in [11].

Technologies Used. In the current version of the system, access policies (ad-
ministrative granularity, security and components access) are controlled with the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), using OpenLDAP. Thus, ida’s
modules can be written on any language that have support for the LDAP proto-
col (you can see some of the languages that support this protocol in [11]). The
database distribution and replication are also controlled with the resources pro-
vided by OpenLDAP.

The base of the system has being developed with Perl. More details about
the why’s of the chosen language can be found in [11]. There you can also find
more information about the database architecture and organization, among other
information.

Availability. One version of the system can be found in http://www.inf.ufsm.

br/~kreutz/files/ida.tar.gz.
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5 Validation Tests

In this section we present three basic operation tests. The first one was looking over
the correct functioning of system’s components and testing automatic detection of
data updates (in the database) and consequently activation of updating processes
for the affected services. The second and third tests were to see the working of
manual and automatic migration/allocation of services.

Updating Detection. Updating detection consists in automatically detect in-
formation changes in the database and start the processes that will update all the
configuration of the systems affected by the new data. Thus, the test consists in
modifying some information in the database and see if it will be automatically
detected and spreaded to the related services.

The test was done by using generation and update components for DNS and
DHCP services. It took the following basic steps: (1) assign DNS and DHCP
generation and update modules to service agents; (2) assign the service agents to
local agents (on the machines where the services should run and be maintained);
(3) change an IP address of the database (looking for the accuracy of the sys-
tem over one of the smallest data change granularity); (4) check on the service
providers if the update was detected and spreaded to the local systems (services).

After change of the IP address on the database DNS and DHCP services were
automatically updated. The detection of new data and the updating process took
a few seconds. This time was mainly due to the 10 seconds polling interval of the
global agent and the time needed for the service agents detect the new update
keys and run the corresponding modules.

Migration of Services. The migration, or allocation, of services can be done
in two ways. The former one is done directly by the system administrator. In
this case, the modules or service agents are manually removed from one local (or
service) agent’s entry and included on the entry of another agent. This will cause
the stop of the service on the original machine and start it on the new machine,
where the second local agent runs. To do so, the first agent will notice the remove
of one of its components and will remove it from its local list. The second agent
is going to detect the new components under its domain and take the necessary
measures to activate and execute them. On the tests executed, all operations of
this kind succeeded well. General components, modules and service agents were
allocated from one machine to another without problems.

The second way of migration is done by using the global agents. In this case,
they will identify migration needs and take the necessary measures to proceed
them. This will mainly be used in failure cases, were a global agent analyses ser-
vices state reports and with them decide if the service is working or not and if a
service migration should proceed or not, based on migration policy rules. To see
if this second option of migration really works, we did some simple tests. One of
them took under consideration the DHCP service. We simulated a service response
failure, were the monitoring agent should detect and report it to the database. Af-
ter the failure detection, a specialized global agent should automatically analyse
the monitoring state reports and, based on migration policies (for more details see
[11]), migrate the service to an auxiliary machine. Next are presented some steps
took during the test: (1) while the services were working, a connectivity/response
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fault was caused on the environment; (2) the global agent, looking over the mon-
itoring reports, verifies a fault on a service response and analyses the migration
polices; (3) as soon as the global agent detects the existence of a migration policy,
a migration process is started; the service’s update module is removed from the
actual service agent entry and included in a new entry, on a service agent on the
auxiliar machine - the new server. This simple experience has shown the use and
functioning of the automatic migration of services. A similar example, yet using
the DNS service, is also shown in [11].

As a general overview, the migration of services, if carefully used, can provide
a way of easily maintain the availability of network services. This resource can
also diminish some of the worries and headaches of network managers.

6 Conclusion

The management of computer networks is an area still under expansion. More
and more networks are built and interconnected every day. New equipments are
also added to local networks with a certain frequency. With this scenario, in-
creasing efforts are needed to manage and supervise those networks. Yet, we need
also specialized and high level tools that are able to provide flexibility, simplic-
ity, scalability and any resource or characteristic that can help do improve the
management of devices and systems in general.

One way to provide more effective and largely applicable tools is through
research and identification of the main necessities of heterogeneous administrative
domains and systems. Integrated solutions are an option for these environments.
With this in mind we came up with our management architecture.

This work showed some important characteristics in integrated management
systems. It also presented the project and development of a system that is capable
of reducing some deficiencies of other management tools. The resulting is ida, an
integrated and automated architecture for managing computers and services of a
network. This system has many of the characteristics considered important in a
tool that aims to cover a large number of administrative domains and every day
situations of network administrators. Yet, providing useful and simple mechanisms
for managing, in an integrated and automated way, the most diverse kinds of
services and devices of a network.

The validation results showed that the system is applicable to real environ-
ments and constitutes a good tool for managing different administrative contexts.
Its use goes from simple local networks, that have only a dozen of computers, to
more complex networks, that need to control hundreds of computers and/or many
different environments. This can be archived because the developing of a new up-
date module, for example, for a new operating system (or service) is relatively
easy and fast (see section 3.2).
Future Work. We have just developed a first prototype. More tests, improve-
ments and new features should come with future work, like, for example, auto-
diagnosis system, graphical interface, SNMP management modules, integration
with tools like Cfengine and LCFG, integration with monitoring systems, integra-
tion with user control systems, storage of system code and database modification
history, description of network devices in general, general software installation
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management, integration with fault prediction systems, management of general
network devices and XML representation. More details about each one of them
can be found in [11].
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